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“MORE THAN MONEY”-FOUNDATION OF ARTS CAMPAIGN

This collection of material serves as concept work for the Foundation of Arts in Jonesboro: a nonprofit 

organization that offers classes intended to encourage creativity and stimulate self-confidence in youth.

 I was asked to conceptualize and create an advertising campaign that worked primarily to encourage 

donations through call-to-action. My concept “More than Money” showcases how the donor’s dollar contributes 

to the classes that the FOA provides by presenting the analogy of a dollar to an object. The final product 

presented itself as print advertisements, social media content, and tangible merchandise. With this material, 

I was able to push the concept further and establish better brand awareness for the Foundation of Arts.

foa advertising campaign process book
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https://indd.adobe.com/view/c2054f0a-1739-4457-a07f-0aeb0ebaf35c
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IGNITE BOWLING

Ignite Bowling is a group of representatives that offer coaching and pro-shop advice for bowlers of all 

ages. They asked me to take their existing logo and make it more contemporary to help them stand out 

amongst their competitors. To introduce the new logo, I created a t-shirt design and an infographic that 

features the health benefits of bowling. I also created an app icon for potential marketing purposes.
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ALPHA OMICRON PI RECRUITMENT

This work features a concept campaign to promote Panhellenic recruitment for Alpha Omicron Pi Fraternity. 

To showcase the strong history and values of the Greek organization, I decided to create print collateral that 

introduces the sorority and invites new members to become a part of the sisterhood. The brochure was the 

initial design, and the poster and stickers followed. Altogether, this campaign presents a fun yet chic glimpse 

into the experience that Alpha Omicron Pi provides. (Pictures from AOII Instagram.)
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4 SEASONS FREIGHT AND WAREHOUSING

During my internship at 4 Seasons Freight and Warehousing, I worked on several projects that required 

organizing information for clients and defining an updated look for the company. As a warehousing business, 

they were used to working with lots of information but not knowing the most effective way to present it. 

Throughout my three months there, I worked with the owner and manager to design collateral that both 

contributed to a consistent design system and highlighted who they are as a company. They were thrilled with 

the final result and saw an immediate difference in how their customers responded to the changes.

interactive customer packet
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https://issuu.com/laurenbunting/docs/customerpacketemail
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WHERE YOUR QUANTITIES MEET QUALITY

4 SEASONS
WAREHOUSING
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THE BURLAP DAISY

The Burlap Daisy is a small business based in North Little Rock, Arkansas, that specializes in handmade 

home decor and seasonal wreaths. Lacking a logo and an identity system, the client told me they wanted a 

logo that made a big first impression and embraced the craftsmanship of their products. With that in mind, 

I developed a logo mark, logotype, and visual identity for the business. Using these elements, I created 

Instagram content, building signage, and product tags, each of which works to convey the homely and 

hospitable nature of The Burlap Daisy.
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TOP 10 TWITTER MEMES OF 2019

As a concept project, I wanted to create a piece that honored the comic relief that memes supply us. Using an article 

from Thrillist.com and Adobe Illustrator, I constructed this listicle-turned-book format that introduces the Top Ten 

Twitter Memes of 2019 in a rudimentary form. The bright colors and handwritten typeface offer a playful yet nostalgic 

sentiment to the internet memes we all know and love. The original book was assembled using the Japanese Stitch 

Binding method, which I did entirely by hand.

twitter meme book pdf
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https://indd.adobe.com/view/5c60c1ca-49a7-4853-909a-2cd2e5bc742e
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FUNBUDDY APP PROTOTYPE

Funbuddy is an app prototype that serves as a source for finding entertainment in your area. 

Through UI/UX design, this concept project provides coupons, reviews, directions, and information 

at the touch of your fingertips. I designed this prototype in Adobe XD to give the user several 

options when making plans, so the process is effortless and enjoyable.

adobe xd prototype
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https://xd.adobe.com/view/711f0dca-e3a3-47b6-6d48-29b634c0952e-072e/?fullscreen
http://interactive prototype on adobe xd 
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GIGI THE GERM CAMPAIGN

The Gigi Germ Campaign is a product of the Human-Centered Design Process which is an intensive, creative, 

and hands-on experience that allows for innovative solutions to real-world challenges. I worked with a creative 

team to develop solutions that engaged the Arkansas State University campus in establishing a more sanitary 

environment through our own personal design challenge. Using insights and information recorded from our 

interviews, I developed a prototype to introduce to the public. We conducted a final survey concerning the 

campaign impact, and it received 89% of positive responses from individuals on the A-State campus. 

(Photos from Unsplash.com)

human-centered design process book
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https://indd.adobe.com/view/536f1b40-ec28-4f98-b6a8-d823522adcd0
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ALLDAYS OFF CLOTHING CO. LOOKBOOK

This lookbook is for Alldaysoff Clothing Co., a newly established clothing brand from Central Arkansas. 

The client wanted something that featured their newest merchandise and provided better brand awareness for 

their young business. I saw this as an opportunity to help the client figure out how they wanted to be seen by 

customers and how they perceived themselves. I was allowed artistic freedom to capture different images of 

their products while also staging setups for the photographs. From there, I designed this entire lookbook, which 

included pictures from the photoshoot. The client received a digital copy to share with their customers, along 

with a few photographs of their merchandise to share on social media. They were stoked with the final product 

and confident that their customers would love it as well. After receiving a generous amount of positive feedback 

from the public, I entered this piece into the American Advertising Awards of Northeast Arkansas, where it 

received a Silver Student District Addy.

interactive lookbook
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https://issuu.com/laurenbunting/docs/finallb
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